T his issue of A&G shows how ubiquitous the use of the internet has become in research: here are plans for a virtual observatory, bringing vast volumes of data to a monitor near you; a comet tracked and recognized in double-quick time and web pages everywhere. Future research will depend on electronic access to data collected and stored in electronic form. The potential benefits are huge. Just look at the advances in seismology made possible by collection of data across a broad band of frequencies.
But at the same time as realizing the potential of new technologies, we should be spending time and effort on the seemingly dull field of archive storage. After all, research triumphs mean nothing unless they are available to the community.
As an incentive, think of the fate of a great project of the 1980s. The digital Domesday book was to record the state of Britain in 1986, rather like the first one did in 1086. Instead of paper, the improved version used 12 inch video disks, which have deteriorated and are essentially unreadable, after just 15 years (even if you have one of the few obsolete computers with which to read it).
King William's book, on the other hand, is as readable as ever. Sue Bowler, Editor.
T he Council has decided to resubmit to the AGM in May 2002 a reformulation of its proposal of May 2001 to change Byelaw 38. For long-serving older members who would in future become eligible, the change replaces the concession of zero contribution with a concession at the rate for registered students (£17 per annum). The AGM last May defeated a similar proposal at considerably higher rate, but the Council is convinced that a change must be made.
From the Society's perspective, the argument to change is that there is now an unsustainably large proportion of Fellows who pay nothing, namely about 25%, and rising because of the demographics of the membership. Partly as a result, the financial structure of the Society has become more dependent on uncertain income, with the publication surplus vulnerable to market uncertainty and current investment income much reduced. At the same time the influence -and corresponding costs -of the Society are increasing, for example since the Society became responsible for the UK's IAU subscription. The Society's finances are in good shape at the moment, but Council has to be defensive.
Older Fellows are valued by the Society. They offer consistent support to astronomy through the activities of the Society; they support the Society financially by donations, etc. The Society recognizes the expectation that has built up for those approaching the concessionary age that they will obtain beneficial terms of membership and that they have in the past supported the previous generation of older Fellows, although not with anything approaching the same burden as current Fellows. Nevertheless, Council must question the size of the concession made through Byelaw 38. Its cost has risen so much that Fellows who pay are subsidizing older Fellows with an average of 25-30% of the subscription, or £15-20 each, per year.
Of course, retired Fellows (the majority to whom Byelaw 38 applies) are usually in a less favourable position to pay than others, having a reduced income and, probably, no right to set the contribution against tax. The registered student rate represents about the same cost to a retired Fellow, in proportion, as the cost to a working Fellow of the standard annual contribution. The concessionary rate for registered students is set to cover the marginal costs of membership, the most readily identifiable being A&G. Making the concession for students and older people the same would be consistent with the policy of many museums, theatres etc. It should produce increased reliable revenue of about £10 000 per year.
Since the abolition of the grade of Junior Member, the byelaws do not refer to a student rate. The Council will propose to the AGM that Byelaw 38 will continue to offer a concessionary rate for older Fellows. The Council has to propose separately to the AGM under Byelaw 52 that the contribution should be zero (for those who validly have elected so before 31 December 2002) or, thereafter, the same as for registered students. The one-day symposium on 16 April 2002 will range widely over the subjects to which Fred made a difference and takes its title from Fred's highly successful popular book on astrophysics.
Frontiers of Astronomy
It is to be a symposium encompassing the subjects that would have interested Fred and would do so today were he still alivecosmology, of course, nucleosynthesis, galaxy and star formation, and red-giant evolution.
Speakers include D Arnett, J D Barrow, H Bondi, M Burbidge, G P Efstathiou, J Faulkner, M S Longair, J V Narlikar, W L H Sargent and P Solomon.
Details of the programme can be found at www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ frontiers and intending participants should register on the web or e-mail di@ast.cam.ac.uk as soon as possible and in any case not later than 1 April 2002.
Registration is free. 
Falling through the Net?
E xisting job posting services within the astronomical, solar and geophysics communities, although useful and effective, all suffer from one or both of the following drawbacks: (a) users have to physically hunt for information, or (b) they are not dedicated job posting services or cater for a subset of the RAS member's interests. The widely used AAS job register suffers from the additional drawback that advertisers pay to use the service.
The RAS has therefore recognized the need for a service with the following key elements: (1) It is easy to use and reaches the target audience quickly and effectively. (2) It leaves subscription in the hands of subscribers. (3) It is automatic, so users do not need to actively pursue job advertisements. (4) It provides information only for bona fide vacancies. (5) It is free to subscribers and advertisers.
The RAS list will address all these points. It is not meant as a replacement for existing services. Rather, the service provides a single, simple, dedicated, automatic and effective method of disseminating job advertisements over a broad subject area. Users subscribe by sending an e-mail (with no text in the subject line) to majordomo@star.rl.ac.uk with the following in the body of the message: subscribe rasjobs "your-email-address". Advertisers can send job advertisements (plain text, up to 250 words) to rasjobs@star.rl.ac.uk.
For more information see the RAS website: www.ras.org.uk.
The new RAS job mailing list
Alistair Gunn announces a free, fast and efficient way to find jobs.
